
 

Automation Studio P6 13 ~UPD~

each component in the catalogue was created and virtually-tested within
automation studio to ensure it meets linde product parameters and

behaviour specifications (see fig. 5). specialists will get an exclusive look
into the inner workings of linde pumps and motors, known for precision

performance. furthermore, pumps and motors can be configured according
to the designers needs in order to meet todays demanding level of system
performance and efficiency (see fig. 6). each component in the catalogue

was created and virtually-tested within automation studio to ensure it meets
linde product parameters and behaviour specifications (see fig. 7).

specialists will get an exclusive look into the inner workings of linde pumps
and motors, known for precision performance. furthermore, pumps and

motors can be configured according to the designers needs in order to meet
todays demanding level of system performance and efficiency (see fig. 8).

the new catalogue of linde pumps and motors is available in the new
automation studio p6. in addition to the familiar graphical user interface
(gui), the new version of the software also provides greater flexibility and

functionality with special functions for users of the mechanical engineering
package mechanical module. the new version of automation studio provides
a wide range of functions to enhance the user experience, such as graphical
presentation of curves, graphical simulation data and the graphical display

of objects. from the mechanical module specialist can simulate the
behaviour of a component to provide a better understanding of its

characteristics, the resulting curve is then used by the programmer to
calculate the required control variables. the mechanical module specialist
can also simulate the behaviour of a component or a system to provide a
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better understanding of its characteristics, the resulting curve is then used
by the programmer to calculate the required control variables. with the

mechanical module specialist can simulate the behaviour of a component to
provide a better understanding of its characteristics, the resulting curve is

then used by the programmer to calculate the required control variables. in
order to facilitate use by users, the software now includes numerous

examples in the program library.
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